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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection involved 22 inspector-hours on site
in the areas of preparation for refueling, IEB-followup and independent
inspection effort.

Results: No violations or deviations were identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Licensee Employees Contacted

*0.- S. Bradham, Director, Nuclear Plant Operations
*A. R. Koon, Associate Manager Regulatory Compliance
*B. C. William, Supervisor of Operations
*M. D. Quinton, Manager Maintenance
*i . G. Croley, Group Manager Technical Superintendent ServicesB

*R. M. Fowlkes, Reg. Interface Engineer
*B. N. Browne, Manager Technical Support
*G. Maffatt, Associate Manager Project Engineer
W. Haltiwanger, Reactor Engineer
B. Devendorf, Reactor Engineer
L. Faltus, Chemistry Supervisor
J. Loignun, Refueling Coordinator

Other licensee employees contacted included one technician, two operators,
and two office personnel.

NRC Resident Inspector

*C. W. Hehl, Senior Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on November 2,1984, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The licensee acknowledged the
inspection findings without significant comments.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

This subject was not addressed in the inspection.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

5. Preparation For Refueling (60705)

The inspector reviewed the Unit 1, General Operating Procedure-10 (GOP-10),
Preparation for Refueling, which provided the prerequisites necessary for
preparing the Unit for refueling (Mode 6). The Fuel Handling Procedure
(FHP-601) describes the refueling organization and lines of authority.
Additionally, work station responsibilities were specified.
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On November 1, 1984, the inspector reviewed the following procedures to
ascertain the licensee's preparations for refueling including, adequacy of
procedures, and administrative controls for both refueling and maintenance
activities performed during the outage:

FHP-602, Limitations and Precautions for Handling New and Partially
Spent Fuel Assemblies

FHP-604, Functional Testing of the Fuel Handling Systems

FHP-608, Transfer of New Fuel Assemblies to the Spent Fuel Pit-;

FHP-611.7, Fuel Handling Machine
,

FHP-611.9, Refueling Machine Operation

FHP-611.10, Fuel Transfer System

FHP-611.17, Irradiated Control Rod Handling Tool4

In addition to the above Fuel Handling Procedures, the following
Surveillance Test Procedu es were reviewed:

STP-110.001, Pre-Core Alteration Verifications

STP-118.003, Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Valve Test

STP-131.001, Manipulator Crane Test
'

STP-310.001, N15 Source Range (N-31) Calibration

STP-310.002, N15 Source Range (N-32) Calibration

d STP-601.003, Boron Concentration Procedure, Testing the Reactor System
! and Refueling Canal During Refueling Operations
1

The completed test procedures examined were analyzed for embodiment of the'

necessary test prerequisites, preparations, instructions, acceptance
criteria and sufficiency of technical content. The selected tests witnessed
were examined to ascertain that current written approved procedures were
available and in use, that the test equipment in use was calibrated, that
test prerequisites were met, system restoration completed, and test results

! adequate.

The licensee received 44 new fuel assemblies for core cycle 2. The
inspector verified that the licensee had in place technically adequate,
approved procedures available covering the receipt, inspection and storage
of new fuel. Receipt, inspection, and storage were performed in accordance
with the licensee's procedures. The licensee is planning to off-load all
fuel to the spent fuel pool, then visually inspect the fuel assemblies prior-

to shuffling of the irradiated fuel assemblies.
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Core shuffle will be' performed in accordance with REP-107.002, Core Shuffle
procedure. REP-107.002 specifies the following conditions:

-

,

a. The sequence for transferring new fuel assemblies from the new fuel
storage racks to the spent' fuel storage racks.

b. The sequence for unloading the reactor core to the spent fuel storage
racks.

c. The sequence for relocating and exchanging fuel assembly inserts with
the fuel assemblies in the spent fuel storage racks.

d. .The sequence for reloading the reactor core.

The licensee had not flooded-up the refueling cavity by the time the exit
meeting was held on November 2, 1984.

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.

6. Independent Inspection Effort (92706)

On November 1, 1984,.the inspector held a discussion with the licensee and
the resident inspector concerning commitments made to Region II management.
The commitments were made on September 21,1984, (see SCE&G 1etter dated
September 24, 1984) to Region II management. Utilization of high' density
racks were prohibited until commitments were fully satisfied. The action
items outlined ir. the September 24 letter will all be closed out as being
fully satisfactory by the resident inspector (see report 50-395/84-30). '

The action items verified by the inspector were as follows:

Action Item 1. Amendment 27 issued September 27, 1984, gave final
approval from NRR for high density rack modification.

Action Item 2. Fuel Handling Procedures REP 107.002, REP 107.001, and
REP 100.001 were provided to for review.

Action Item 5. Procedures 100.001 and 107.002 were extended to document
the location of the elements in the spent fuel pool,
utilizing the _ same techniques ' employed for the core
verification.

Action Item 6. REP-100.001 was revised to require the station nuclear
engineer as the reviewer of the fuel element transfer
sheets.

Action Item 7. Chemistry Procedures 602 and 612 addressed the controls.

. regarding -the spent fuel pool boron concentration. The
I lice.7see intends to maintain the concentration in the

spent fuel pool at around 2,000 ppm boron.
!
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In conclusion, the inspector verified that the licensee has a program*

in place to meet the action items prior to utilizing the high density racks.

7. IEB 84-03 Followup (92703)'

1

On-August 24, 1984, NRC distributed IE Bulletin 84-03, " Refueling Cavity
Water Seal", concerning the failure of a pneuma-seal at the Haddem Neck '

Nuclear Plant.- SCE&G Company's response dated October 16, 1984, addresses
why seal leakage is highly improbable by describing the seal features and
procedures used to protect against leakage at the V. C. Summer plant. The .

4 inspector verified that the licensee's seal arrangement was as described in
their response dated October 16, 1984.

i- The licensee uses a stainless steel ring (seal ring) approximately seventeen
(17) feet in diameter, eleven (11) inches wide and three fourth (3/4) inches,

i thick which provides a sealing surface for the cavity seals. The seal ring ;

is attached by pivoted threaded rods to thirty-six (36) "L"-shaped brackets t

: which in turn are attached to the refueling cavity floor.

Double seals in both the reactor vessel flange and the refueling cavity1
'

floor provide a means of leak testing the ring seal configuration in the
; sealed condition. The leak test procedure provides for a vacuum to be drawn
i between each set of seals.
i

The inspector reviewed the licensee's Emergency Operating Procedures whichr

address operator actions necessary to maintain the plant in a safe condition
- in the event of decreasing water level in the spent fuel pool or the '

i refueling cavity. The NRC has concluded that the currently planned
| refueling may be carried out. However, approval for subsequent refuelings

will reflect the staff's review of responses to IEB 84-03, and further
guidance for NRC on the cavity seal failures.'

[ Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.
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